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Rebecca Jayne Barrett 

The Secrets Women Keep was a 
breath of fresh air, something lovely 
to read on a Summer's day or a 
beach-read. Blake writes with enthralling 
words that really hold your attention 
throughout the plot, twisting out of the 
genres; romance, mystery, sadness and 
humour.  

I felt there was a certain entertaining 
factor and wise aspect of the novel and was 
written with something so realistic that it 
painted a vision for how it would appear, 
something that helped me sympathise and 
understand the plot and story more. I felt 
sympathetic to Rose with all that happened 
to her during the novel, and how certain 
people can turn out to be something you 
didn't think they were, and the struggle 
with her secrets. It was lovely to see how a family can pull together through everythin
and remain strong no matter what. The Secrets Women Keep was a five-st
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ead and I absolutely adored it. 
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Julie Bertschin 

This novel is a great summer read, evocative of warm days at a Tusca
villa spent around a pool, eating fresh local food and sipping chilled 
Italian wine.  Family life and how we interact as a family is at the heart of this nov
with Rose and Daniel, their two grown up daughters, their partners, grandchildren 
and long standing family friends all gathering for an annual family holiday at their 
Italian farmhouse.  The relationships between the partners draws us in and yet we are 
intrigued by the secrets they each keep from one another.  It is clear from the very fir
page that Daniel has a secret and it is this which keeps the reader hooked to find out 



exactly what lies behind the mysterious text message.  As time moves on and w
damage this causes, unravelling and dividing the family, we cannot help but 
empathise.  The women in this story are funny, brave and bold and it is the friendship
between Rose and Eve which is the real glu

e see the 

 
e which helps hold the family together.  A 

efinite beach holiday book!  Enjoy! 
 

Carol Peace 

A great book 4* 

ey 
ose's brother Terry and her best friend Eve who just 

happens to be married to him. 

ne 

r 
tances. Eve says it isnt cheating if it is with and ex huband 

but Rose is not too sure.  

eally good read and also an 
easy read but by no means just a romance. 

 

Edel Waugh 
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friend you have for them to read too. Needless to say I adored this! 

 

 

d

A great book from the 1st line right to the very last. Rose is married to Daniel 
and  they have had a good life together having two daughters and a place in Tuscany 
and a hotel in Cornwall. The family holiday is the highlight of their year. It means th
can all get together alongside R

This year things turn out rather different when Rose intercepts a text message to 
Daniel, one in which makes it obvious he has a secret, otherwise why should someo
love him and  be missing him and end it with S. Before she has time to find out the 
family arrive and it is left unsaid but the next few hours are very turbulent and what 
follows is a sad , funny,warm but very honest insight of how a family pull together (o
not) in desperate circums

Will Jess and Anna ever agree with each other. A r

The story is set in the idyllic French countryside at the beginning of a family holiday
The female narrator of the story is called Rose and she is married to Daniel. Wh
preparing for the arrival of some of her guests and family Rose finds out some 
shocking news that shakes her to her core. The story then takes us on a journey as this 
woman/wife/mother deals with what has happened. Rose is a very strong character , 
her family is her life, but until all that came under threat I don't think she realised h
strong she was . Her trust is shattered and her ability to forgive is severely tested. 
Throughout the story we see a lot of changes in Rose , which often made me que
I was put in the same position how would I handle it . This is a story where the 
surprises just keep coming and throughout the story I was continually awed by this 
writers ability to keep me gripped and make me care for these characters. This i
story to be gobbled up in one sitting then passed to every single boo



Elisabeth Thomas 

At their villa in Tuscany, Rose, who has been married Daniel for many years, 
accidently looks at his phone she sees a text which will make her question does she 
really know the man she has been married to all these years?  Who was the text from
What did it mean? This chance

?  
 look at her husband’s phone threatens to jeopardise the 

family gathering at the villa and cracks begin to appear in the family that from the 

However, just round the corner is an event which nobody could have predicted and the 

e 

ust women keep secrets but men keep secrets 
which are just as dark and destructible. Will these secrets be revealed and what will 

nning was rather slow and I was 
struggling to keep interested. However after a few chapters it picked up speed 

 would definitely recommend this latest novel by Fanny Blake. 

ny Blake has 
written a story that has many twists, and she captures the diverse 

Set partly in Italy and Cornwall it tells the story of two women, sisters in law, who 

 
 As the story evolves the family begins to fall apart, and 

then gradually as the secrets are exposed and examined in detail, the rebuilding of 
ves torn apart can begin. 

I quite enjoyed Fanny Blake’s first novel.  I thoroughly enjoyed this, her 

There are a few similarities in the age group of the main female characters and also 

outside appears to be perfect.  

lives of all those at the villa are turned upside down. 

The book follows the lives of the family for the next 18 months – will the events at th
villa reconcile the family or just tear them further apart? As the story develops and 
moves, it becomes clear that it is not j

the consequences be if they are? 

I really enjoyed the book. However, the begi

dramatically and I found that I was engrossed. 
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Lynda DeFreitas 

If you are looking for a great holiday read - this is it. Fan

structure of a family that is recognisable to many of us. 

have secrets old and new. Some they share, others are too dangerous to talk about. 

A text message on the phone of one of the husbands turns everything on its head and
the secrets begin to emerge.

li

 

Joy Bosworth 

latest, even better, book. 

one having an interest in art, but the stories are refreshingly different.   



In this one there is humour and pathos and the reader is privy to the character’s 
thoughts so even the apparently annoying decisions made are understandable when 
all the facts are known. 

This deals not just with widowhood and dating again in later life but also juggling a 
family, keeping huge secrets of a friend and also a relative and trying to cope with a 

f an 

usiness upheaval along with a shocking 
revelation, so the really funny scenes are both a surprise and much-needed light relief. 

iend 

ith a demanding family and having to make a business decision which could 
ostracise her already divided daughters, add to the mix money problems and an extra-

massive shift in what has been accepted for years.  Add to this the demands o
offspring with a young family, another, troubled offspring and also a friend in need of 
support and there is little time left for sensible thought. 

With a bereavement there is also a b

Where does a widow turn when needing comfort and clarity?  To her spouse’s fr
and confident, of course, but this only complicates the matter and makes rational 
decision making almost impossible. 

W

marital affair and life can never be dull. 

 

Suzanne Marsh – www.ireadnovels.wordpress.com 

A family full of troubles with a life of ups and downs. 

 and 

ffair. Daniel has gone to the pool for a swim. Rose takes Daniel's phone to 
him. When night time approaches Daniel is in bed and asks Rose what is the matter. 

s 
 demands to know why Amy has been telling 

people why she is retiring when she is not. 

Sadly Daniel dies while on holiday in Italy. Rose still wants to know who is and looks 
ything looking for clues. 

a couple of real 

Rose and her husband Daniel invite their two daughter with Terry Rose's brother
his wife Eva to Italy on holiday with them. 

While Rose is doing the cooking she hears Daniel's phone go off she takes a look at the 
text message saying Miss you. Come back soon. Rose thinks that Daniel must be 
having an a

Rose confesses that she looked at his phone by mistake and now wants to know who is? 
Daniel goes of to sleep in another bedroom saying this is not the right time to talk 
about this. 

Eve gets a phone call saying she is retiring from her Literary agency. Furious Eve call
Amy Fraser at the literary agency and

through ever

 

Linda Hill 

'The Secrets Women Keep' is an absorbing beach read. The plot is well 
developed and there are sufficient twists and turns with 



surprises to maintain the reader's attention. The narrative comes to a 

g really 

hile 

ughout. I found it hard to empathise with any of them except 
imon. It also seemed s if there was too much going on so that some credibility was 

lost and at times I felt the relationships and back story to the characters was too 
said, I did enjoy the book. It is the kind of story I'd read on holiday, but 

ily thrown together. 

 world of publishing in London...of love, passion 

ker than Water?... 

liant novel which will keep you guessing. 

 

rst 

expected.  However, I ultimately found this book to be a frustrating read.  It felt as 
r felt 

isation.    

y 
pleasant.  Everything was resolved in too convenient a manner without any conflict 

satisfying conclusion and the last line of the novel leaves room for the reader's 
imagination to guess what any sequel might entail. Fanny Blake writes settin
well so that both Tuscany and Cornwall are vivid and evocative. 
 
However, I found 'The Secrets Women Keep' a little disappointing. I felt it took a w
for the story to really get going and the characters remained a little too two 
dimensional for me thro

aS

contrived. That 
not one I'd read twice. 
 

Susan Walsh 

A brilliant holiday read...! 

A modern day look at life, well written & an absolute pleasure to read. 

Family life thrown into chaos with all the suspense & drama you could want. 

A real page turner, as you follow the lives of one fam

From a Villa in Italy to the humdrum
& total surprise. 

you can choose your Friends..but what of Family? 

Is Blood truly thic

Read on & discover ....a bril

 

Michelle Hemmingway 

As it opens 'The Secrets Women Keep' has promise.  It opens in Italy, at a
beautiful holiday home in a kitchen full of mouth watering aromas, there is 
a mistakenly read text message and some real tragedy to draw you in during the fi
part.  Later there are some genuinely interesting revelations; certainly not what I 

though all the interesting conversations happened 'off page.'  As a result you neve
that you really got to know the characters and they often seemed shallow and one 
dimensional.  Rose's daughters in particularly suffered from a lack of character

A book that should have been full of drama, tension and complexities was simpl

and this was often unbelievable.  The subject matter of sexuality, adultery and 



addiction are all weighty subjects but this is a book without depth or challenge.  There 
is nothing to make you think; nothing that grabs your attention or grips you.   

t is perfectly readable and the settings are lovely.  I think that it would be a good 
holiday read as the first part does successfully evoke that atmosphere.  However, 

eling deeply disappointed that a book that could have been so much 

Barbara Goldie 

uscany Rose is waiting for her family to arrive, she accidently picks up 
the wrong phone and reads a text message meant for her husband.  Miss you.  Love 

 a 

I really liked the cover of this book it was just right for a summer read, totally in 
 

t 
ith a 

The characters are well written; they work well together as a family and 
d suspense 

mixed up with a family saga.  Secrets are kept and relationships are tested, 
roken and rebuilt.  Blake keeps her reader glued to the page with her well paced, 
imple and readable language with many twists and turns along the way. 

ecommended for your reading list this summer. 
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overall I was left fe
more was so forgettable. 

 

In a villa in T

you.  Come back soon. S.   

Rose is shattered and loses faith in her marriage and her husband when events take
tragic turn. 

keeping with the story inside.  From the first page the reader really feels as if they are
in Tuscany.  It is a relaxing read, but there is a tension building from the very firs
page.  A book for all women, whatever their age. Perfect for sitting on the beach w
glass of wine, or on a comfy chair with a cup of coffee. 

are believable.  It is chick lit, romantic fiction, mystery an

b
s
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